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 Utilize more of your hand in game

 Shorten your response time when performing actions

 Access more activation points on paddles

 Avoid playing CLAW and reduce hand strain with SCUF's ergonomic paddle design

Scufology Series (https://scufgaming.com/scufology/)

Increased Hand Use
Paddles revolutionized gameplay

SCUF paddles mimic face buttons so gamers can utilize more of their hand, while maintaining 
thumbstick control.

+

+

+

+
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Patented Paddle Control System
SCUF has 21 patents granted with another 38 pending, protecting 3 key areas of a controller; back control 
functions and handles, trigger control mechanisms and thumbstick control area
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Ergonomic Design
SCUF paddles can be accessed across the length to suit all hand positions comfortably and ergonomically.

Avoid Hand Strain
Paddles allow you to game, without pain

Using paddles is a much more efficient and effective use of your hands as you won't risk hand strain or 
injury as some CLAW method players have experienced.
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